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a b s t r a c t 

Irregular mare patches (IMPs) are small volcanic features on the lunar nearside with young model ages. 

Several formation mechanisms have been proposed including: caldera collapse, explosive outgassing, lava 

flow inflation, pyroclastic eruption, and regolith drainage. We present new observations of the four largest 

IMPs (Sosigenes, Ina, Cauchy-5, and Maskelyne) using the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Diviner Lu- 

nar Radiometer (Diviner) and evaluate the formation hypotheses in the context of both previous results 

and the results presented here. We find that the IMPs have a rock abundance slightly higher than their 

surrounding terrain. Comparison of the Diviner data with thermal models excludes the possibility of ex- 

tensive competent rocks within ∼15 cm of the surface at the IMPs. We also derive the thermal inertia 

at the four largest IMPs. Three appear to have thermal inertias slightly higher than typical regolith due 

to alteration by nearby craters or mass wasting from surrounding steep slopes, but Ina has a thermal 

inertia lower than the surrounding terrain. In particular, the largest smooth mound in Ina is the area 

with the lowest thermal inertia, suggesting that the material on the mound is less consolidated than typ- 

ical regolith and/or contains fewer small rocks ( < 1 m). Formation by lava flows or regolith drainage is 

not expected to result in material with a lower thermal inertia than pre-existing regolith, so some other 

process such as explosive outgassing or pyroclastic eruptions must have occurred. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Irregular mare patches (IMPs) are hypothesized lunar volcanic

features (e.g. El-Baz, 1973; Garry et al., 2012; Braden et al., 2014 )

characterized by uneven terrain interspersed by topographically

higher smooth mounds ( Fig. 1 ). Some mounds are surrounded by

the lower uneven terrain, and other mounds connect seamlessly

to surrounding terrain. The first observed IMP, Ina, was discovered

during Apollo 15 ( Whitaker, 1972 ). Several other IMPs were discov-

ered using Apollo data (e.g. Schultz, 1976; Masursky et al., 1978 ),

but the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) enabled the

discovery of many more features that share characteristics with Ina

(e.g. Stooke, 2012; Braden et al., 2014 ). The list of IMPs presented

by Braden et al. (2014) totals 70 IMPs whose maximum dimensions
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ange from 10 0–50 0 0 m. Before LROC, only two craters larger than

0 m were identified within Ina. If subdued, rimless depressions

ere also counted as craters, crater statistics suggested a maxi-

um age of 10 Myr for Ina ( Schultz et al., 2006 ). Crater counting

sing LROC data (enabling the inclusion of smaller craters) sug-

ests that IMPs are younger than 100 Myr ( Braden et al., 2014 )

ith crater size-frequency distributions yielding model ages of

8 Myr for Sosigenes, 33 Myr for Ina, and 58 Myr for Cauchy-5.

hotometric properties, spectral properties, topographic relief, and

urface texture also indicate a young age for Ina ( Schultz, 1991;

chultz et al., 20 0 0, 20 06 ). 

Typical thermal evolution models for the Moon predict that it

hould not have been volcanically active as recently as the IMP

odel ages imply, because as the mantle cools, the area capable of

artially melting becomes increasingly small and deep (e.g. Taylor,

982; Spohn et al., 2001; Ziethe et al., 2009 ). As the Moon cools,

t also enters a state of net contraction causing global compres-

ion in the lithosphere, which hinders dike formation, propaga-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.03.004
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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Fig. 1. LROC Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) images of a) Sosigenes (LROC 

NAC M177514916; 0.5 m/pix), b) Ina (NAC mosaic: NAC_ROI_INADCALDLOA; 

0.95 m/pix), c) Cauchy-5 (M1108025067; 1.2 m/pix), and d) Maskelyne 

(M1129269012; 1.0 m/pix). Images: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University. 
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ion, and eruption ( Solomon and Head, 1980 ). With the exception

f IMPs, estimated ages of lunar volcanism support these thermal

odels. Apollo samples of the lunar maria range in age from ap-

roximately 3.1 to 3.9 billion years old (e.g. Nyquist et al., 1977;

apanastassiou et al., 1977 ). Recent measurements of a lunar me-

eorite suggest that magmatism continued until at least 2.9 Gyr

 Fernandes et al., 2003; Borg et al., 2004 ). Crater size-frequency

odel ages of the maria suggest that lunar volcanism occurred

rom 4.0 to 1.2 Gyr ago with the majority occurring between 3.8

nd 3.3 Gyr ago ( Hiesinger et al., 2011 ). More recently than 3.3

a, there is a steep decline in volcanic activity. The most recent

asalts are associated with the Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT),

hich contains an enhanced concentration of heat producing el-

ments ( Hiesinger et al., 2011 ). If the young model ages of the

MPs are correct and they are volcanic in origin, then they imply

n approximately 1 billion year gap in volcanic activity between

he youngest mare basalts and the formation of the IMPs. Thus,

he young model ages of the IMPs are an anomaly compared to

hermal evolution models of the Moon, radioisotope ages of Apollo

amples and lunar meteorites, and model ages of basaltic flows in

he maria. Therefore, understanding how the IMPs formed has im-

ortant implications for understanding the thermal evolution and

olcanic history of the Moon. 

Several formation hypotheses have been proposed for IMPs,

ncluding: caldera collapse ( El-Baz, 1973 ), explosive outgassing

 Schultz et al., 2006 ), lava flow inflation ( Garry et al., 2012 ),

yroclastic eruption ( Carter et al., 2013 ), and regolith drainage

 Qiao et al., 2016 ). Previous work has focused on geomorphology

sing images, material properties from radar data, and composition

sing spectroscopy. Despite a consensus on the role of volcanism

n some form, the mechanism of IMP formation is still debated.

lthough it is possible that not all IMPs formed through the same

echanism, most previously suggested hypotheses have included

rguments specific to Ina ( El-Baz, 1973; Schultz et al., 2006; Garry

t al., 2012; Qiao et al., 2016 ), so the debate cannot be resolved by

rguing that IMPs do not share a formation mechanism. 
In this study, we use thermal infrared data to investigate ther-

ophysical properties of the IMPs, including rock abundance and

egolith properties. These data provide a unique perspective on

hese intriguing features and new constraints on their geologic

istory. We consider only the four largest IMPs, which are cov-

red by multiple Diviner pixels: Sosigenes (8.335 °N, 19.071 °E), Ina

18.650 °N, 5.300 °E), Cauchy-5 (7.169 °N, 37.592 °E), and Maskelyne

4.330 °N, 33.750 °E). In the following sections, we first place the

resent study in the context of previous work on the IMPs. After

etailing our methods, we present results and evaluate the pro-

osed formation mechanisms with the added thermophysical con-

traints. 

. Background 

High resolution imaging from LROC enables observations of

rater morphology and crater counting of small craters (down to

he meter-scale). Qiao et al. (2016) found that craters ranging in

ize from ∼45 to 155 m in diameter on the smooth mounds of

osigenes show normal bowl-shaped topographic profiles and do

ot contain exposed boulders on crater walls. This suggests that

he craters are either ancient and heavily degraded or did not

enetrate the layer of fine-grained material covering bedrock (e.g.

cKay et al., 1991; Cintala and McBride, 1995; Bandfield et al.,

011; Qiao et al., 2016 ). In contrast, small craters ( ∼20–35 m in

iameter) on Sosigenes’ lower uneven units do excavate boulders,

hich suggests that bedrock is within 1.5–2.5 m of the surface

 Qiao et al., 2016 ). Phase ratio images, which are the ratio of

wo images taken at different phase angles, can reveal the sub-

esolution texture of the regolith by removing the inherent albedo

ariations of the scene ( Kaydash et al., 2011 ). At eastern Sosi-

enes and eastern Ina, phase ratio images show that the smooth

ounds have “slightly smoother sub-resolution surface texture[s]”

han typical mature lunar regolith, and the lower uneven unit has

significantly lower sub-resolution roughness” than typical lunar 

ature regolith ( Qiao et al., 2016 ). 

In addition to their unusual morphology, IMPs have spectral

roperties that are unique from their surrounding terrain. These

ifferent spectral properties were first observed by Apollo 17 astro-

auts who noted that although the raised bumps (mounds) are the

ame color as the surrounding material, the floor material in Ina is

 light bluish gray relative to the surrounding terrain ( Evans and

l-Baz, 1973 ). Schultz et al. (2006) investigated the spectral prop-

rties of Ina using data from Clementine and found that the over-

ll spectral properties of the bright materials within Ina are most

imilar to fresh mare craters in Tranquillitatis. Clementine color

atio images confirm that Ina is bluer (higher 415 nm/750 nm

atio) than its surroundings. This indicates the presence of more

afic materials and is consistent with high-titanium mare basalts

 Schultz et al., 2006 ). The bright, rubbly materials within Ina ex-

ibit the strongest mafic ratios. The interior of Ina also has a strong

50 nm/950 nm ratio which indicates less weathered and/or more

afic materials ( Schultz et al., 2006 ). A more recent investigation

sing higher spectral and spatial resolution Moon Mineralogy Map-

er (M 

3 ) data revealed that the ferrous absorption associated with

elatively unweathered materials is related to the uneven terrain

 Staid et al., 2011 ). Staid et al. (2011) ’s results also confirm previ-

us studies that showed the materials within Ina resemble freshly

xposed high-titanium basalts exposed in craters in Mare Tranquil-

itatis. Also using M 

3 data, Grice et al. (2016) showed that the

mooth deposits in Sosigenes are less optically mature than the

urrounding mare, and the uneven deposits are less optically ma-

ure than both the surrounding mare and the smooth deposits. The

pectral signatures of the uneven and smooth deposits in Sosigenes

re similar in composition to the surrounding mare. However, data

rom Diviner shows a compositional difference between the un-
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even and smooth deposits in Sosigenes ( Donaldson Hanna et al.,

2016 ). 

Radar observations have been used to study the surface and

shallow subsurface of several IMPs ( Carter et al., 2013 ). Radar

observations at Ina show an enhanced circular polarization ratio

(CPR) from the edges of the depression and from the interior un-

even terrain ( Carter et al., 2013 ). CPR values surrounding the de-

pression are similar to the surrounding crater plains ( Carter et al.,

2013 ). The Cauchy-5 IMP, located on top of a dome, is surrounded

by a low albedo and low CPR region ( Carter et al., 2013 ). This sug-

gests that the upper centimeters to meters of the Cauchy-5 dome

are fine-grained, block-poor material ( Carter et al., 2013 ). Hygi-

nus crater, which also features an IMP, is also surrounded by low-

albedo, low CPR terrain. The inside of the crater has slightly ele-

vated CPR values relative to the surrounding terrain ( Carter et al.,

2013 ). These different CPR properties at different IMPs imply that

the near surface structure is not the same at all IMPs. 

2.1. Formation hypotheses 

IMPs have confounded the lunar community since the discovery

of Ina during Apollo 15 ( El-Baz, 1973 ). Since then, the discovery of

more IMPs and the availability of spectral data, radar observations,

and higher resolution visible imagery have all led to new hypothe-

ses explaining how the IMPs might have formed. However, despite

this additional data, there is still significant debate about the for-

mation of IMPs (e.g. Garry et al., 2012; Head and Wilson, 2016 ). In

this section, we summarize the leading hypotheses for IMP forma-

tion. 

2.1.1. Caldera collapse 

Based on Apollo 15 and 17 images that show Ina (then called

“D-Caldera”) is a 300 m deep depression at the top of an 18-km

wide dome, El-Baz (1973) suggested that Ina is a collapsed caldera

on top of an extrusive volcanic dome. They argued that the surface

of the dome is smoother and has fewer craters per unit area than

the surrounding terrain and thus post-dates the surrounding mare

basalt. El-Baz (1973) suggest that the center of the dome collapsed

to form Ina, and that pre-existing faults in the mare unit may have

caused it to be non-circular. In this scenario, small volcanic extru-

sions after the collapse would have formed the smooth mounds on

the floor of Ina ( El-Baz, 1973; Strain and El-Baz, 1980 ). 

2.1.2. Explosive outgassing 

Schultz et al. (2006) suggested that Ina and the other IMPs

that had been identified at the time could have formed by sud-

den degassing removing the thick regolith surface layer to expose a

long-buried high-titanium basalt surface. In this scenario, although

the original basaltic surfaces comprising the lower uneven unit in

Ina are at least 3.5 Gyr old, they are freshly exposed by the re-

moval of material by outgassing. The faint halo and raised rim

encircling Ina would have been formed by regolith ejected dur-

ing a relatively low energy process with limited ballistic range.

Schultz et al. (2006) also suggested that the outgassing volatiles

might include CO 2 , H 2 O, or radon. 

2.1.3. Lava flow inflation 

Garry et al. (2012) used LROC images and a Digital Terrain

Model (DTM) to compare the morphology of Ina to terrestrial in-

flated lava flows. They found that the morphology and dimensions

of the high and low units are similar to those of flows in Hawai’i,

New Mexico, and Idaho. They suggested that the mounds in Ina

are examples of inflation, and the lower uneven terrain formed by

breakouts from the inflating mounds. Garry et al. (2012) argued

that mass wasting exposed fresh surfaces in the blocky units of

Ina. However, they also identified some differences between Ina
nd the terrestrial analogs they studied. The main differences are

na formed within a depression, no vent source is observed, and no

racks or lava-rise pits are observed on the mounds. They argued

hat because the top of the mounds of Ina are more curved than

he steep margins of terrestrial inflated sheet lobes, cracks could

e narrower (and thus harder to observe remotely) than on Earth

r that the cracks have simply degraded over time ( Garry et al.,

012 ). 

.1.4. Pyroclastic eruptions 

Different IMPs exhibit different radar backscatter properties,

hich implies that they have different near-surface properties.

t some IMPs Carter et al. (2013) measured CPR values similar

o those measured at known pyroclastic deposits. For example,

auchy-5 is surrounded by a region with low CPR, which sug-

ests material that is fine-grained and block poor, possibly a py-

oclastic deposit containing few rock fragments compared to re-

olith ( Carter et al., 2013 ). The CPR values in the terrain surround-

ng Hyginus are similar to those measured at the nearby Vapo-

um pyroclastic deposit ( Carter et al., 2009, 2013 ) suggesting a

imilar origin. The interior of Hyginus has a slightly higher CPR

alue than the surrounding pyroclastics which could be due to the

ough hills seen inside the crater or could indicate that pyroclas-

ics were primarily distributed outside the caldera ( Carter et al.,

013 ). Carter et al. (2013) note that Ina does not have low CPR val-

es relative to the surrounding terrain, which suggests that if any

yroclastics were produced at Ina, they likely formed a very thin

ayer and may have been intermixed with blocky regolith prevent-

ng detection via radar. 

.1.5. Regolith drainage 

Sosigenes is located at the intersection of two graben, and

iao et al. (2016) suggested that it could have formed when re-

olith drained into the floor of the graben and onto the top of the

ike that produced the graben. This could happen if a volatile-

ich dike stalls in the shallow subsurface, forms a graben, and

hen the gas diffuses to the surface leaving a void behind. Sub-

equent seismic shaking by impacts would then cause drainage of

egolith into the void through the highly fractured graben block.

he lower units at Sosigenes would thus be areas in which regolith

as drained into the subsurface voids. Qiao et al. (2016) argue that

he drainage processes could also cause mechanical disturbance of

egolith materials resulting in surface smoothing and brightening

onsistent with their observation of low sub-resolution roughness

n the mounds in Sosigenes. A similar seismic drainage process

ould have occurred at Ina if it is a drained lava lake with a void

ich floor ( Head and Wilson, 2016 ). Head and Wilson (2016) pre-

er this seismic drainage hypothesis, because instead of requiring

ecent volcanic activity which contradicts lunar thermal evolution

odels, it involves ancient volcanism and explains the young ap-

earance of the IMPs through more recent seismic modification. 

. Methods 

.1. Diviner 

Diviner is a multi-spectral visible and infrared radiometer on-

oard the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft ( Paige et al.,

010; Vondrak et al., 2010 ). Remote measurements of surface and

ubsurface temperatures are made using measured emission in

ine spectral bands, from 0.3 to ∼400 μm. Brightness temperatures

re determined using onboard calibration and pre-flight measure-

ents of radiometric response functions for each channel. Diviner

as acquired brightness temperature measurements over the ma-

ority of the lunar surface at multiple local times on a spatial scale

f ∼250 m ( Keller et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2016 ). In addition
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Table 1 

Mean, median, and 95th percentile (RA 95/5 ) rock abundance 

values for the four largest IMPs and their surrounding ter- 

rain. 

Mean Median RA 95/5 

Sosigenes 1 .93% 1 .64% 3 .99% 

Surrounding Sosigenes 0 .76% 0 .48% 2 .18% 

Ina 0 .70% 0 .66% 1 .27% 

Surrounding Ina 0 .36% 0 .34% 0 .56% 

Cauchy-5 1 .27% 1 .21% 1 .78% 

Surrounding Cauchy-5 0 .46% 0 .42% 0 .75% 

Maskelyne 0 .82% 0 .81% 1 .10% 

Surrounding Maskelyne 0 .42% 0 .40% 0 .71% 
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o the multi-spectral brightness temperatures, we also use derived

ock abundance and regolith temperatures ( Bandfield et al., 2011 ). 

.2. Rock abundance 

Rock abundance (RA) is defined as the fractional area within

ach measurement pixel occupied by rocks. These rocks are

etected by Diviner through a spectral slope in brightness

emperatures caused by their warmer nighttime temperatures

gainst the background regolith (“anisothermality”). Although 

ocks over a range of sizes may produce a thermal signature,

andfield et al. (2011) modeled rocks as horizontally continuous

labs thicker than ∼1 m. Assuming rock temperatures from this

odel, Bandfield et al. (2011) solved for the rock abundance and

egolith temperature in every pixel. We use their resulting maps,

inned at 128 pixels per degree (ppd), with the understanding that

he presence of many small rocks may be mistaken for fewer larger

ocks or warmer regolith temperatures. 

The lunar surface generally has a very low rock abundance with

 global average between ±60 ° latitude of 0.004 (0.4% of the sur-

ace covered in rocks). Ghent et al. (2014) showed that in regions

ith elevated rock abundance, such as the ejecta of young craters,

he distribution of the rock abundance values of individual pixels

s strongly skewed towards higher rock abundances. This depar-

ure from a normal distribution causes the mean and median of

he rock abundance values to inadequately represent the distribu-

ion of values in the sampled area. Ghent et al. (2014) showed that

apturing the variation that occurs between different rocky areas

equires measuring the population maximum of each area. They

id this by measuring the 95th percentile value (RA 95/5 ), which is

he value that separates the highest 5% of the sampled area’s rock

bundance values from the lower 95%. We use this same approach

o characterize the distribution of rock abundance values on the

MPs and their surrounding terrain. 

.3. Regolith thickness 

Layering of two materials with different thermal inertias can be

etected using the shape of nighttime cooling curves ( Putzig and

ellon, 2007 ). When the regolith is thinner than the diurnal ther-

al skin depth ( ∼10 cm on the Moon), the underlying bedrock can

e detected by an abrupt decrease in the cooling rate soon after

unset. This is due to the large thermal mass of the rock, which

onducts heat downward during the day, and releases it at night

 Paige et al., 1994 ). The thickness of the overlying regolith can be

etermined by comparing the nighttime surface temperatures to

hose of a layer of regolith several times thicker than the diurnal

hermal skin depth. 

.4. H-parameter 

Typically the lunar regolith is thicker than 10 cm

 Shkuratov and Bondarenko, 2001 ), in which case nighttime

egolith temperatures provide information about the regolith

ensity and its vertical variation. Following Vasavada et al. (2012) ,

e assume regolith density follows an exponential vertical profile

haracterized by a single parameter, H : 

(z) = ρd − (ρd − ρs ) e 
−z/H , (1)

here z is the depth, ρd = 1800 kg m 

−3 is the density at depth,

nd ρs = 1100 kg m 

−3 is the density at the surface. We fit

he Diviner nighttime regolith temperature measurements (from

andfield et al., 2011 ) using modeled regolith temperatures with H

s the free parameter assuming the surface layer has a conductiv-

ty of 6.6 × 10 −4 W m 

−1 K 

−1 and the deep layer has a conductivity

f 3.5 × 10 −3 W m 

−1 K 

−1 . We then produce derived maps of H at
28 ppd. Higher values indicate lower density regolith in the up-

er ∼10 cm, whereas lower values indicate higher densities in this

ayer. Thermal inertia I scales approximately linearly with the bulk

ensity, since thermal conductivity, k , is proportional to density, ρ ,

 Fountain and West, 1970 ), and thermal inertia, I , is proportional

o 
√ 

kρ . Therefore, observed H-parameter variations can be inter-

reted as differences in the thermal inertia of the regolith. A low

-parameter corresponds to a high thermal inertia which could be

aused by a lower regolith porosity and/or a higher concentration

f rock fragments that are too small to be excluded from the re-

olith temperature. We expect lower H values are most likely due

o the presence of small rock fragments mixed into the regolith,

ecause Apollo found centimeter size range fragments in many

oil samples ( Carrier et al., 1991 ). Areas with more of these cen-

imeter scale fragments would have higher nighttime temperatures

han areas with fragments that are mostly millimeter scale and

maller. 

.5. Defining IMP boundaries 

For each measurement described above, we compare the values

n the IMP to the values of the surrounding terrain. We consider

 0.4 ° by 0.4 ° region centered on each IMP. We trace the bound-

ries of the IMPs using LROC NAC images and compare the values

ithin the boundary to those outside of the boundary but within

he 0.4 ° by 0.4 ° region. In the case of Sosigenes, we exclude the

teep slopes from both measurements. Cauchy-5 and Maskelyne

re not in topographic depressions, so there is some ambiguity in

he boundary between these IMPs and their surrounding terrain.

e consider the region where characteristic IMP terrain is most

oncentrated. In the case of Cauchy-5, small patches of uneven ter-

ain occur with decreasing frequency with distance from the cen-

er. We exclude this region from both measurements, because it is

nclear if the terrain in between the disperse patches of uneven

errain is comprised of smooth mounds or ordinary regolith. 

. Results 

.1. Rock abundance 

The means, medians, and 95th percentile values of the rock

bundance distributions all suggest that IMPs are slightly rockier

han their surroundings ( Fig. 2 , Table 1 ). While they are slightly

ockier than their surroundings, the rock abundance distributions

f the IMPs are close to a normal distribution and are only slightly

kewed towards higher rock abundances. The 95th percentile val-

es are 3.39%, 1.27%, 1.78%, and 1.10% for Sosigenes, Ina, Cauchy-

, and Maskelyne respectively. Sosigenes has a slightly higher rock

bundance than the other three IMPs that we measured, which is

robably due to mass wasting from the surrounding steep interior

alls. Fig. 3 shows a boulder on the edge of the IMP at the bot-
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Fig. 2. Rock abundance maps of the four largest IMPs overlain on LROC NAC images (left column): M1129354261 (1.2 m/pix), M119808916 (0.5 m/pix), M1108025067 

(1.2 m/pix), and M1129261900 (1 m/pix) respectively; and distribution of rock abundance values (right column) of each IMP (red) and of the terrain surrounding each IMP 

(blue). White lines indicate the boundary used to separate the IMPs from the surrounding terrain in the histograms. The surrounding terrain histograms include all values 

outside of the white boundary lines but within the rock abundance maps shown in the left column. Terrain that does not appear to be representative of the IMP or the 

surrounding terrain (areas between white lines in Sosigenes and Cauchy-5) was excluded from both histograms. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

4

 

A  
tom of a track which starts part way up a nearby wall. We also

note that the rock abundance map of Sosigenes shows that the re-

gions with the lowest rock abundance values are furthest from the

slopes ( Fig. 4 ). 
t  

l  
.2. Regolith thickness 

Based on thermal model calculations, as described in Hayne and

haronson (2015) , applied to lunar equatorial conditions, we find

hat a layer of fine grained material less than ∼15 cm thick over-

ying rock would be distinguishable from a thicker layer of fine
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Fig. 3. An example of mass wasting onto the Sosigenes IMP from the surrounding slopes (NAC image M177514916; 0.5 m/pix). The figure on the right shows the area 

highlighted by the white box in the figure on the left. The boulder at the end of the track is approximately 6 m across. 

Fig. 4. The rock abundance map of Sosigenes where yellow indicates 5% or more 

of the surface is covered by rocks and dark blue indicates no rocks. The rock abun- 

dance on Sosigenes decreases with increasing distance from the surrounding slopes. 

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is re- 

ferred to the web version of this article.) 
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rained material using surface temperature measurements; specif-

cally, the two nighttime cooling curves should diverge ( Fig. 5 ).

e consider ten cases ranging from a 2 cm layer of fine grained

aterial overlying rock to a 20 cm layer of fine grained mate-

ial overlying rock where the regolith has a thermal conductivity

f 3 × 10 −3 W m 

−1 K 

−1 and a density of 1100 kg m 

3 and the

ock has the same thermophysical properties as those assumed

y Bandfield et al. (2011) . The model shows that the surface of a

15 cm layer of fine grained material overlying rock and the sur-

ace of a layer of fine grained material containing no rock would

e indistinguishable with Diviner data. We find that although the

MPs have slightly higher nighttime temperatures (calculated from

iviner channel 7 observations) than their surroundings (expected

ue to their slightly higher rock abundance), the shapes of the

ighttime cooling curves do not differ from that of the surrounding

errain ( Fig. 6 ). In most cases the smooth mounds and uneven ter-

ain are smaller than a single Diviner pixel, so we cannot measure

he nighttime cooling curves of each terrain separately. However, if
here is layering in one of these terrains but not the other, it is un-

ikely that their average nighttime temperature curve would have

he same slope as the surrounding regolith. We see no indication

f layering, which implies that the layer of regolith or other fine

rained material on the four largest IMPs is at least 15 cm thick. 

This constraint can be compared to previous model and empir-

cal estimates of regolith formation rates. Arnold (1975) ran Monte

arlo simulations to estimate regolith overturn rates in which they

racked the disturbed depth or the thickness of the zone contain-

ng material added (due to cratering and/or slumping) during the

imulation. They found that the mean disturbed depth scales as

time) 0.86 . In 100 Myr, the Arnold (1975) model would predict

verturn of 52 cm of regolith. However, the process of overturning

xisting regolith differs from the process that would be required if

he IMPs started as coherent rock such as would be expected for

asaltic lava flows. Rock break down occurs through bombardment

y impactors of all sizes ranging from effectively sandblasting to

ingle events capable of disrupting a whole rock ( Hörz and Cin-

ala, 1997 ). Recent work shows that thermal weathering may also

lay a significant role for certain sized rocks ( Molaro et al., 2016;

azrouei et al., 2016 ). Hörz et al. (1975) determined rock break-

own rates by conducting Monte Carlo simulations of impacts into

ock based on the energy required to break rock and an assumed

rater production function. They found that there is a 99% chance

hat a 10 kg rock (the largest rock they considered) would be de-

troyed in 68 Myr ( Hörz et al., 1975 ). Basilevsky et al. (2013) and

hent et al. (2014) both showed that meter scale rocks ( > 2 m

nd > 1 m in diameter respectively) in crater ejecta blankets break

own faster than the smaller rocks considered by earlier studies

uch as Hörz et al. (1975) . However, breakdown rates of individ-

al rocks may not be representative of the breakdown of a basaltic

ava flow either. We also consider the results of Surveyor VII which

anded on impact melt covered ejecta from Tycho crater. Tycho has

 model age of 85 Myrs ( Hiesinger et al., 2012 ), so it is a reason-

ble comparison for the IMPs. The Surface Sampler on Surveyor VII

ncountered rock or a rock below the surface at two locations, but

lso dug a 15 cm deep trench at another location suggesting that

he depth of the regolith layer is irregular ranging from 1 or 2 cm

o at least 15 cm ( Scott and Roberson, 1968 ). These results imply

hat by 100 Myr if the IMPs did contain a layer of coherent rock, it

ould not be easily detectable by nighttime cooling curves. 
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Fig. 5. A) A cartoon depicting the model set up where the left column represents an area where the regolith layer is thicker than the diurnal skin depth and the right 

column depicts a layer of regolith of thickness X over coherent rock. B) Model surface temperatures during one diurnal cycle. The solid blue line labeled ‘surface rock’ is the 

diurnal temperature curve for rock on the surface with no regolith cover. The other curves are diurnal temperature curves for the surface of a regolith layer of thickness X 

over coherent rock where X increases by increments of 2 cm from 2 cm (solid red line) to 20 cm (dashed black line). C) The difference in temperature at lunar 5 AM of 

the surface of a layer of regolith over coherent rock and a layer of regolith much thicker than the diurnal skin depth versus the depth of the buried coherent rock. The red 

horizontal line indicates a 1 K temperature difference; temperature differences smaller than this cannot be detected by Diviner. (For interpretation of the references to color 

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 2 

Mean, median, and 95th percentile (H 95/5 ) H-parameter values of the 

four largest IMPs and their surrounding terrain. A higher H-parameter 

suggests a lower thermal inertia. 

Mean (m) Median (m) H 95/5 (m) 

Sosigenes 0 .034 0 .035 0 .047 

Surrounding Sosigenes 0 .070 0 .072 0 .084 

Ina 0 .090 0 .089 0 .144 

Surrounding Ina 0 .078 0 .077 0 .090 

Cauchy-5 0 .057 0 .056 0 .069 

Surrounding Cauchy-5 0 .071 0 .071 0 .083 

Maskelyne 0 .064 0 .064 0 .070 

Surrounding Maskelyne 0 .068 0 .068 0 .081 
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4.3. H-parameter 

We find differences in the H-parameters of the four largest

IMPs. H-parameter is the e-folding depth of density increase with

depth. Thermal inertia scales approximately linearly with bulk den-

sity, so observed H-parameter variations can be interpreted as dif-

ferences in thermal inertia. The average H-parameter on Ina is

0.090 m, slightly higher than the average H-parameter of its sur-

roundings, 0.078 m ( Fig. 7 , Table 2 ). The histogram of H-parameter

values on Ina shows a wide distribution that includes values com-

parable to Ina’s surroundings, and values higher than its surround-

ings ( Fig. 7 ). Closer inspection of the H-parameter map at Ina

reveals that although the H-parameter is comparable or slightly

higher than the surroundings for much of the IMP, Ina’s largest

smooth mound has an H-parameter of 0.161 m, significantly higher

than Ina’s surroundings ( Fig. 8 ). This higher H-parameter sug-

gests a thermal inertia lower than typical regolith. The average

H-parameters at Cauchy-5 and Maskelyne are slightly lower than

those of the regolith surrounding each IMP ( Fig. 7, Table 2 ), which

implies a slightly higher thermal inertia. Sosigenes has an even
ower average H-parameter as compared to its surroundings ( Fig. 7,

able 2 ). 

. Discussion 

.1. Sosigenes 

Sosigenes has the highest rock abundance of the four largest

MPs and a higher thermal inertia than the surrounding regolith.

n the case of Sosigenes, this elevated thermal inertia is likely due

o the presence of small rocks ( < 1 m) intermixed with the re-

olith (H-parameter is calculated from the regolith temperatures

nd therefore excludes the contribution of rocks larger than 1 m).

osigenes lies at the bottom of a depression surrounded by steep

alls, so we expect that mass wasting of rocks of a range of sizes

rom these slopes (e.g. Fig. 3 ) elevated the rock abundance and

owered the H-parameter. 

.2. Ina 

Ina has an average rock abundance that is slightly higher than

he surrounding regolith. The rocky areas are concentrated along

he edges of Ina ( Fig. 9 ). A single Diviner pixel is larger than most

mooth mounds, but in Ina, pixels that primarily cover a smooth

ound generally have a low rock abundance suggesting that the

neven terrain may be the source of the elevated rock abundance

hich is consistent with previous descriptions of visible imagery

e.g. Braden et al., 2014 ). Ina has an H-parameter that is higher

han the surrounding regolith, which implies the fine grained ma-

erials on Ina have a lower thermal inertia than the surrounding

ne grained materials. In contrast to the rock abundance, the re-

ions of high H-parameter are concentrated nearer to the center of

na. A high H-parameter is most easily explained by material con-

aining fewer small rocks ( < 1 m) than typical regolith or material

hat is less consolidated than typical regolith. The largest smooth
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Fig. 6. Maps of the average nighttime brightness temperatures of the four largest IMPs overlain on LROC NAC images (left column): M1129354261 (1.2 m/pix), M119808916 

(0.5 m/pix), M1108025067 (1.2 m/pix), and M1129261900 (1 m/pix) respectively; and brightness temperatures of the IMPs (red + ’s) and of the terrain surrounding the IMPs 

(blue + ’s) versus time after sunset (right column). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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l  
ound in Ina exhibits an H-parameter of 0.161 m which is signifi-

antly higher than the lunar average of ∼0.07 m ( Fig. 8 ). The other

mooth mounds in Ina are smaller than a single Diviner pixel, so

xcept for the largest mound, pixels in the H-parameter map of Ina

epresent both the smooth and the uneven terrain. The observation

f a low thermal inertia region could be consistent with removal of

aterial from between the mounds and depositing of fine grained

aterial on top of the smooth mounds (either pyroclastic deposits
r deposits of regolith removed by degassing or eruption that are

ess consolidated than typical regolith after being redeposited). Re-

ions of low thermal inertia in the top few to 10s of centimeters

urrounding young craters have been shown to degrade within a

ew hundred thousand years ( Bandfield et al., 2014 ), so the pres-

nce of a region with low thermal inertia at Ina either supports

ther evidence for a recent formation or implies a thick layer of

ow thermal inertia material that would take longer to degrade. Al-
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Fig. 7. H-parameter maps (in meters) of the four largest IMPs overlain on LROC images (left column): M1129354261 (1.2 m/pix), M119808916 (0.5 m/pix), M1108025067 

(1.2 m/pix), and M1129261900 (1 m/pix) respectively; and distribution of H-parameter values (right column) of each IMP (red) and of the terrain surrounding each IMP 

(blue). White lines on the maps indicate the boundaries used to separate the IMPs from the surrounding terrain in the histograms. The surrounding terrain histograms 

include all values outside of the white boundary lines but within the rock abundance maps shown in the left column. Terrain that does not appear to be representative of 

the IMP or the surrounding terrain (areas between white lines in Sosigenes and Cauchy-5) was excluded from both histograms. Variations in H-parameter are interpreted as 

variations in thermal inertia ( Section 3.4 ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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a  

p  
though the low thermal inertia region does not preclude the pos-

sibility that basaltic lava flows or seismic shaking contributed to

the formation of Ina, it is difficult to explain how either of those

processes could have resulted in the low thermal inertia material

on top of the smooth mound. 
.3. Cauchy-5 and Maskelyne 

Cauchy-5 and Maskelyne both have average H-parameters that

re slightly lower than the surrounding regolith. However, the H-

arameter maps for these two IMPs suggest that the elevated ther-
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Fig. 8. The H-parameter map for Ina overlain on LROC NAC image: M119808916 (0.5 m/pix). 
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al inertia could be due to ejecta from nearby craters ( Figs. 1

nd 7 ). This ejecta may also contribute to the slightly elevated

ock abundance observed on Cauchy-5 and Maskelyne. LROC im-

ges do not reveal large rocks in the ejecta of these craters, but

ubpixel rocks could also lower the H-parameter and increase the

ock abundance. It should be noted that based on LROC NAC DTM’s

auchy-5 and Maskelyne are not confined in depressions as Sosi-

enes and Ina are, so they do not have distinct boundaries. Rather

ome small features resembling the uneven terrain appear with de-

reasing frequency with distance from the center of the IMP. Here

e report the average values for the portion of the IMP just where

he distinctive features are most concentrated (outlined in white in

igs. 2 , 6 and 7 ). 

.4. Constraining the formation mechanism 

In this section we discuss how the results presented in this pa-

er constrain the previously proposed formation hypotheses for

he IMPs. We note that it is possible that not all IMPs formed

hrough the same mechanism or that erosion after formation may

ave altered different IMPs differently. For example, it is possible

hat all IMPs started with a layer of high H-parameter material that

as since been degraded at most IMPs. However, due to the lim-

ted number of observational constraints and the high number of

roposed formation mechanisms, we test each hypothesized for-

ation mechanism against all available observational data rather

han considering each IMP separately. We argue that more data

re necessary to fully test the formation hypotheses separately at

ach IMP. For example, it is possible that all smooth mounds in

MPs have high H-parameters but only Ina has a smooth mound

arge enough to resolve with Diviner. With these caveats, we as-

ess the previously proposed formation mechanisms in this section

nd summarize the available constraints and their implications in

able 3 . 
The first formation mechanism proposed for IMPs, caldera col-

apse ( El-Baz, 1973; Strain and El-Baz, 1980 ), was based on obser-

ations of just Ina. Many of the IMPs discovered more recently are

ot in topographic depressions at the top of domes ( Braden et al.,

014 ), so this hypothesis is less likely. 

Although questions remain about how the Moon could still be

ut-gassing, removal of materials by sudden degassing can ex-

lain most of the available observations. In this scenario, degassing

ould have removed material from what is now the uneven ter-

ain exposing basaltic surfaces formed 3.5 Gyr ago. This could ex-

lain the slightly elevated rock abundance that we observe, be-

ause although the smooth mounds should have a rock abun-

ance very similar to the surrounding regolith, the uneven ter-

ain could have a higher rock abundance than mature regolith.

raden et al. (2014) were not able to date the uneven terrain

ue to the small area, so we can’t estimate the thickness of the

egolith layer that should have developed since it was first ex-

osed. Although Schultz et al. (2006) state that the removed ma-

erial formed the faint halo encircling Ina, we suggest that it could

ave also deposited some material on the mounds within Ina.

f this material were less consolidated than mature regolith, it

ould explain the high H-parameter we measured. Likewise this

ould explain the smoother sub-resolution surface-textures that

iao et al. (2016) observed at Sosigenes. If the amount of ma-

erial removed from the interior and deposited on the surround-

ng terrain was higher at Cauchy-5, perhaps that could explain

he low CPR region observed by Carter et al. (2013) . The re-

oval of regolith would also explain the enhanced CPR values

arter et al. (2013) measured in the interior of several IMPs. This

ypothesis is also consistent with Qiao et al. (2016) ’s observation

hat at Sosigenes small craters in the uneven terrain have rocks

n their crater walls but small craters in the smooth terrain do not.

one of the available data directly contradict Schultz et al. (2006) ’s

ypothesis. 
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Fig. 9. The rock abundance map for Ina overlain on LROC NAC image: M119808916 (0.5 m/pix). 
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Garry et al. (2012) argued that Ina was formed by lava flow in-

flation based on its morphology, but several other data sets con-

tradict this hypothesis. In particular, it is unclear how basaltic

lava flows alone could result in a high H-parameter at Ina. If

Garry et al. (2012) ’s hypothesis that Ina formed through lava flow

inflation were extended to other IMPs, it would also inadequately

explain the low-CPR halos surrounding Cauchy-5 and Hyginus

( Carter et al., 2013 ) and the meters thick regolith layer implied by

crater morphology on the smooth terrain in Sosigenes ( Qiao et al.,

2016 ). The observations of slightly elevated rock abundance and a

layer of regolith thicker than 15 cm are not strong evidence for or

against the lava flow inflation hypothesis. Ghent et al. (2014) ’s ob-

servation of breakdown of lunar crater ejecta would estimate an

RA 95/5 value of approximately 3% for 100 Myr old ejecta, but it

would be reasonable to expect lava flows to have a higher initial

rock abundance than crater ejecta and the process of regolith for-

mation could operate differently on different initial surfaces. Re-

golith overturn models suggest that on average the top 52 cm of

regolith would be disturbed in 100 Myr ( Arnold, 1975 ), but the

depth of disruption (the thickness of the zone containing material

added due to cratering and/or slumping) could differ significantly

if the initial surface is coherent rock rather than regolith, so these

models may not be appropriate. The basaltic lava flow hypothe-

sis could potentially explain the smoother sub-resolution surface-

textures observed at Sosigenes if the early stages of regolith for-

mation involve very small impacts that break apart the coherent

rock but do not eject large blocks. Although open questions about

the process of regolith formation on a coherent rock surface limit

our ability to test the lava flow inflation hypothesis with the rock

abundance, regolith thickness, and sub-resolution surface-textures

data, the thermal inertia at Ina and the low-CPR regions surround-

ing Cauchy-5 and Hyginus cannot be explained by lava flows alone.

Carter et al. (2013) suggested that the formation of IMPs may

have included pyroclastic eruptions based on low CPR values mea-

sured at Cauchy-5 and Hyginus. Pyroclastic eruptions are consis-
ent with other observations of the IMPs using other data sets as

ell. In particular, if pyroclastic eruptions could remove material in

 way similar to the outgassing proposed by Schultz et al. (2006) ,

his hypothesis could explain all observations. As with removal by

utgassing, this would predict that the uneven terrain is slightly

ockier than the smooth mounds which would cause the elevated

ock abundance. The smooth mounds would be coated in pyroclas-

ic deposits which could explain the high H-parameter value on

he mound at Ina. If all IMPs formed through pyroclastic erup-

ion, the H-parameter values could vary between the IMPs due

o differences in the thicknesses of the deposits or the inclusion

r lack of inclusion of country rock. Small craters that formed

n mounds covered in a layer of regolith and pyroclastic deposits

ould not be expected to expose boulders, so this is consistent

ith Qiao et al. (2016) ’s observations of crater morphology at

osigenes. Pyroclastic deposits would also have a smoother sub-

esolution surface texture than regolith ( Blewett et al., 2014 ) con-

istent with Qiao et al. (2016) ’s phase-ratio image results. 

Alternatively, instead of removing material from between

mooth mounds, pyroclastic eruptions could instead have de-

osited the smooth mounds. If a pyroclastic fire fountain is opti-

ally dense, pyroclasts in the interior of the fountain cannot radi-

te heat to space because they are shielded by other pyroclasts,

o they are still molten when they reach the ground ( Wilson and

ead, 2016 ). We suggest that these still molten pyroclasts could

ontribute to the formation of the unusual morphology of the IMPs

y fusing and forming spatter deposits. However, if these were a

omponent of the smooth mounds they would have to be buried

y fine grained pyroclasts that solidify before reaching the ground

o explain the lack of blocks and the low thermal inertia on the

mooth mounds. A scenario such as this could potentially explain

he steep margins between the smooth mounds and the uneven

errain. 

Qiao et al. (2016) suggested that Sosigenes formed when seis-

ic shaking caused regolith to drain into void space generated
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Table 3 

Observation predicted for each formation hypothesis for each data set. 
√ 

means the observations are consistent with the prediction of the hypothesis, X means the 

observations contradict the prediction of the hypothesis, 
√ 

? means that an argument could be made that the observations are consistent with the hypothesis. 

Removal by outgassing Basaltic lava flows Pyroclastic eruption Seismic drainage of regolith 

Rock 

abundance 

(this study) 

√ 

Smooth mounds equivalent 

to surrounding terrain, 

uneven terrain is exposed 

rockier material below. 

√ 

Initial high rock 

abundance, now mostly 

covered in regolith. 

√ 

? Low rock abundance in 

areas of pyroclastic 

deposits. 

√ 

Some regolith remains on 

most surfaces, but rock 

may be exposed in areas of 

drainage ( Qiao et al., 2016 ). 

H-parameter 

(this study) 

√ 

? Material removed could be 

redeposited with a 

different porosity than the 

pre-existing regolith. 

X Equivalent to 

surrounding terrain. 

√ 

Could vary based on 

inclusion or lack of 

inclusion of country 

rock in the pyroclastic 

deposits or thickness of 

the deposit. 

X Finer regolith grains would 

preferentially drain leaving 

behind coarser grains on 

uneven terrain. Smooth 

terrain, similar to 

surrounding terrain. 

Radar 

( Carter et al., 

2013 ) 

√ 

? Rocks are closer to the 

surface where material has 

been removed. Removed 

material might form a low 

CPR halo. 

X Rocky layer beneath 

regolith on mounds. No 

effect on the 

surrounding terrain. 

√ 

The pyroclastic deposits 

would have a low-CPR. 

X Graben block should look 

rockier in areas where 

regolith has drained away. 

No effect on the 

surrounding terrain. 

Crater 

Morphology 

( Qiao et al., 

2016 ) 

√ 

No blocks exposed in small 

craters on smooth mounds; 

blocks exposed in craters 

on uneven terrain. 

X Blocks exposed in 

crater walls of impacts 

that puncture deeper 

than ∼50 cm on the 

smooth mounds. 

√ 

No blocks exposed in 

small craters on 

smooth mounds; blocks 

exposed in craters on 

uneven terrain. 

√ 

No blocks exposed in small 

craters on smooth mounds; 

blocks exposed in craters 

on uneven terrain. 

Phase-ratio 

( Qiao et al., 

2016 ) 

√ 

? Material removed might be 

deposited with a different 

porosity than the 

pre-explosion regolith. 

√ 

Young regolith may 

include fewer small 

rocks if impacts strong 

enough to eject large 

blocks have not yet 

occurred. 

√ 

Pyroclastic deposits 

smoother than 

surrounding regolith. 

√ 

? Qiao et al. (2016) states 

that seismic shaking would 

alter the pore structure of 

regolith on the smooth 

mounds but does not 

explain how this could be 

avoided in the surrounding 

terrain. 
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uring graben formation. This could explain the observed rock

bundance at the four largest IMPs if enough regolith can drain

o expose underlying bedrock. According to this hypothesis thick

ayers of regolith would remain on the smooth mounds, so it

ould also explain the lack of boulders surrounding small craters

n the mounds of Sosigenes. This hypothesis also has the ad-

antage that it does not require recent volcanism which makes

t more consistent with lunar thermal evolution models. How-

ver, this hypothesis cannot explain several of the observations

f IMPs. It cannot explain the low thermal inertia at Ina, and in

act should likely result in higher than average thermal inertia as

ead and Wilson (2016) argued that small regolith particles pref-

rentially drain into voids, maintaining roughness. It also cannot

xplain the low CPR regions surrounding Cauchy-5 and Hyginus.

iao et al. (2016) found that the smooth mounds in Ina and Sosi-

enes have smoother sub-resolution surface texture than typical

ature regolith. They argue that seismic shaking could alter the

orous structure of the regolith on the mounds resulting in surface

moothing. However, they don’t explain why this process would af-

ect the regolith on the smooth mounds and not the regolith sur-

ounding Ina and Sosigenes. 

.5. Implications for lunar volcanism 

Qiao et al. (2016) ’s seismic shaking hypothesis is the only sug-

ested formation mechanism that could explain the IMPs without

equiring recent volcanism, but several observations contradict this

ypothesis. Therefore if the ages of the IMPs inferred in previous

tudies (e.g. Schultz et al., 2006; Braden et al., 2014 ) are correct,

hen the puzzle of recent lunar volcanism remains. Mantle convec-

ion modeling can only maintain a partially molten layer in the

oon’s mantle until 2.5 billion years after the formation of the

oon ( Ziethe et al., 2009 ). Ziethe et al. (2009) argue that given

he uncertainty in their model (which ignores the PKT) and the er-

or bars in the ages of the youngest mare basalts dated through
rater counting (1.2 Ga + 0.32 Ga/ −0.35 Ga) that the mantle con-

ection models and the inferred ages of mare basalts are in reason-

ble agreement ( Ziethe et al., 2009 ). However, the partially molten

ayer would need to persist an additional 1–2 billion years to ex-

lain the inferred ages of the IMPs. A viable explanation for this

iscrepancy that can also explain all observations of the IMPs has

ot yet emerged. 

Although recent volcanism on the Moon is surprising, pyroclas-

ic eruptions were relatively common on the Moon earlier in its

istory ( Head and Wilson, 2016 ), so this may further support our

onclusion that pyroclastic eruptions contributed to the formation

f the IMPs. The top of every propagating dike transporting magma

hrough the crust will include a gas filled tip above a zone of

as rich magma, or ‘foam’ ( Wilson and Head, 2003, 2016 ). When

he dike tip reaches the vacuum of the lunar surface, the foam

xplosively decompresses into gas entraining melt droplets pro-

ucing pyroclastic beads ( Wilson and Head, 2003 ). Thus all lunar

asaltic eruptions should have some component of explosive activ-

ty ( Wilson and Head, 2016 ). The details of how an explosive erup-

ion would form the morphology of the IMPs are still uncertain,

ut based on the halos of block-poor material surrounding Cauchy-

 and Hyginus; the low thermal inertia material on Ina’s largest

mooth mound; and the prevalence of explosive eruptions on the

oon, it seems likely that the formations of the IMPs included an

xplosive component. 

. Conclusion 

IMPs are slightly rockier than the surrounding regolith, but

heir rock abundance is low relative to a fresh lava flow. The night-

ime cooling curves of the IMPs are slightly higher than the sur-

ounding terrain (due to the higher rock abundance), but the shape

f the curves do not differ from that of the surrounding terrain,

hich suggests that on average there is not a layer of buried rock

n the top 15 cm of the IMPs. Low H-parameter measurements
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suggest that the average thermal inertias of Sosigenes, Cauchy-5,

and Maskelyne are higher than the surrounding terrain. This is

most likely due to the presence of small rocks ( < 1 m) possibly

due to ejecta from nearby impacts or in the case of Sosigenes,

mass-wasting. By contrast, the average thermal inertia of Ina is

lower than that of its surrounding region. In particular, the largest

smooth mound in Ina has an especially low thermal inertia. This

could be explained by less consolidated regolith or by the pres-

ence of fine-grained material including fewer rock fragments than

typical regolith. Many formation hypotheses have been suggested

to explain IMPs, but removal of material by outgassing or pyro-

clastic eruptions are the two hypotheses that can best explain the

available observations. This does not preclude the possibility that

lava flow inflation or seismic shaking contributed to the formation

of the IMPs, but it is difficult to understand how these processes

could explain the low thermal inertia at Ina, dark halos surround-

ing several of the IMPs, or a low-CPR region surrounding Cauchy-5.
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